Workshop about research data management
The BIUM (Bibliothèque Universitaire de Médecine) provided workshops about Data Management Plan (DMP) and Open Data. This training is open to all FBM researchers (UNIL and CHUV). Learn more...

Papago: your Open Access personal assistant
Would you like to know your funding possibilities, rights and obligations regarding Open Access for one of your publications? Simply answer the questions to get a personalized answer to your situation. Learn more...

New IT infrastructure
The Scientific Computing and Research Support Unit of the IT Center of UNIL (Ci) offers new IT resources on storage facilities and high performance computing. Please visit the Ci’s website for all the necessary information. Learn more...

2019 FBM IT Workshops
The FBM research group leaders are invited to the official presentation of the Scientific Computing and Research Support Unit (DCSR) which will take place in September at Bugnon and Epalinges as part of the
Data management
Who owns your professional data? How to fill my Data management Plan? Is there any software to facilitate laboratory and inventory management at the FBM? You will find the answers to these questions in our research data management FAQ. Learn more...

Spice up your research
Within the framework of “Spice up your research” workshop series, UNIRIS and Graduate Campus offer various training regarding Open Access, Data Management Plan and research data management. Learn more...
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News of the IT Center of UNIL (Ci)

- Wi-Fi : passez à eduroam, fin de secure-unil (18.07.2019 17:11)
- Wi-Fi : use eduroam, end of secure-unil (18.07.2019 17:01)
- Horaires d’été du guichet d’assistance informatique du Ci (MAX) (11.06.2019 15:21)
- Le CERN vise l’indépendance informatique en misant sur l’open source (30.08.2019 16:35)
- SWITCHdrive offre une suite bureautique pour collaborer en ligne (30.08.2019 16:30)
- Le support de Windows 7 à l’UNIL, c’est fini! (30.08.2019 16:25)
- L’UNIL muscle sa lutte contre le spam (30.08.2019 16:20)
- E-learning: Lynda.com devient LinkedIn Learning (30.08.2019 16:15)
- Des ressources de stockage et de calcul pour les chercheurs de l’UNIL (30.08.2019 16:10)

Contact

If you have any comments or queries about the content of this website, please send us a message to supportfbm@unil.ch.